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Abstract

We use available coupling theory for understanding how a flip target

in a 4-diraensional phase space reduces a gaussian beam of particles. Ex-

perimental evidence at the AGS can be qualitatively explained by this

theory.



1. Introduction

Recently interest has been shown at the AGS in using a flip target
for beam profile analysis. Experimental results and an attempt to ex-
plain them theoretically have been published by R. Thern.^ The author
suggested that the reduction of vertical and horizontal beam sizes, when
the flip target acts vertically, is a consequence of the coupling of the
two directions in the beam. This phenomenon has already been observed by
other means.e

In the present note we analyze the behavior of the flip target in
the 4-dimensional normalized normal coordinates introduced twelve years
ago by Edwards and Teng.^ The linear coupling phenomenon is not compli-
cated, but it is very subtle and must be treated carefully.

We begin with a review of the coupling theory.2

2. Theory

The Hamiltonian

H = + (P? + pj) + L(Pv - Pvx) +JFx
2 + Kxy + i Gy2 (2.1)

i. A y A y L. z.

where L, F, K, G are periodic functions of s, has th-3 solution

X = RV (2.2)
where

X =

y
; R =

I c o s <j> D " 1 s i n

-D sin<}> I c o s <J>
and

V =

cos i/̂
-(Wj/31)1/2(sini!;1 + ĉ
(W2S2)l/2

-(w27s2)
cos y>2

1 / 2 ( s i n ^ 2 + ct2 cos\|>2)

(2.3)
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In the previous equation 4> and the 3 independent parameters of

D = ( c d ) ' (ad-bc = (2.4)

are parameters of the group Sp(4) and fulfill the conditions

a'

b '

c '

d'

r 1 = -

j - (a-kl)L - j - bK

c+bF - {[a(a+d)-2]L-abK} cot2(j)

d-a - {b(a+d)L-b2K} cot2(j)

-aG+dF - {c(a+d)L-(l+ad)K} cot2<fi

-c-bG - {[d(a+d)-2]L-bdK} cot2<^>

) tail*

-2a - [ (a-d)LP -2bLa

T = 2Fa + [-2aKa +2cLa +(a-d)Ly ,+bKy. J

!2 = - f (a-

= / (1-bLtanct))

(2.5)

, W2 and 6^, 62 are the constants of integration. W,, W2 are given by

= V
a l Pi

-Yi - a , 0

0

v , w2 = V £
0
0

0
a2 ^2

-Y2 - a 2

(2.6)

where S is symplectic metric matrix.
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3. Relation among the maximum invariants

In this section we are going to determine the condition between the
invariants Wj, , W2, beyond which particles will be lost because of the
target.

From section 2, we can express x,y in terms of the normal
coordinates:

x = u cos<J> + (vd-bP ) slnji

y = - (ua+bP .) sin<(> + v cos<t>
(3.1)

The physical situation of target and beac is represented by the next
figure^

BEAM

FLIP TARGET

and then the equation of the flip target is

y - - .1* x+yf (3.2)

From eq. (2.6) we have

W2 = - n2+p2



where

>Pf »p
n
 ar>e the normalized normal coordinates given by

; P, = 07 I / 2 (4 gu =

v =

Substituting eq. (3.4) in (3.1) and then in (3.2), we have the equation
of the flip target in the 4-D phase space E, ,P. ,n ,P . It is of the form

AC + Bn + CP^ + DPn - E = 0 (3.5)

with

_
2 3 1 xo

cos<f> + (

„ bsinA

yQbsinji

E = yn . (3.6)

Now we are going to analyze one of the invariants (3.3). Let us
choose W1 for example.
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PLANE P: A^+B-n-fCP+DP -E = 0

12 2 ?

R^ +P;

= T1x R2:£2-r-P2= W

We will intersect the surface S^ with P. Let us assume for the moment,
Wi is known. Then from (3.5) and (3.3)

± C Fl/2 + A( E_ D p BTI)

( 3 . 7 )

with F = (A2+C2)W1-D2PT)
2+2D(E-Br))P -B 2 TI 2 +2BETI-E 2

so we can have 3 situations:

i) F <0 -*• Ŝ  and P do not intersect each other

ii) F >0 •»• S± and P have two intersecting subspaces

iii) F = 0 •* there is only one crossing subspace and thus it will be
the limiting case, i.e.

D2P2+2D(Br|-E)PT1+B2T)2-2BETi+E2 = (A2+C2)W1 (3.8)

In the plane i1,P this equation represents a tilted ellipse not centered
on the origin. Indeed, (3.8) is the maximal ellipse with given W^ and
therefore S2 has to be inside that ellipse, i.e.
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SURFACE GIVEN
BY EQ. (3.8)

V

which implies

(3.9)

On the other hand, W1 will have the largest value on the subspace n
P,, = 0. This value is

wmax =
1

(3.10)

So we have now

T s 17niax
i < Wi

and W2 restricted by eq. (3.9)

In the derivation of eq. (3.9) we are assuming that in the region
between the invariant surfaces and the plane (shaded area) there are no

PLANE P
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particles which is actually happening in the AGS because tune times
revolution time is of the order of ysec and the flip target stays cutting
the beam a time of the order of mseconds.1

4. Beam loss due to the flip target.

For the analysis of the beam loss we assume a gaussian particle
distribution in the normal coordinates.S ̂  Let us denote the normalized
loss of particles by L. Then

L = 1 - / p(?,n)d?dn (4.1)

V

where E, = (5,Pc), n = (n ,Pn) and V is the phase space volume restricted
by the target (3.5), subject to the conditions (3.3). In these normal
coordinates we have the advantage of writing

- -L-2 U 2+P|) - -^ (n2+P2)
n) = P,(C)p2(n) = — S - e °l '"^-re 2 ° 2 (4*2)

We are going to make use of section 3. writing

W, W

dn = -Xr- ( 1 e 1 { 1 / 2 e 2 dw } dw
2al ° 2a2 ° (4.3)

where

W2 = R 2 W 1 " 2 R T W i 1 > / 2 + T2

R =

T =
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We can express the loss in two ways, for numerical purposes,

l 2o2 (4.5)

or reducing the last integral,

Wm

-pwf + Q[WJ)1/2

2Po

+ —T (4.6,

where $ is the error function, and

P =
2a 2a

(4.7)

5. Results

In this section we are going to make use of equation (4.6) to ex-
plain experimental data for the AGS.1 Since the nature of the coupling
is not well known, the obvious way to proceed is to make fitting. We
assume that the Courant-Snyder parameters do not change at the target,
due to the coupling, because the flip target is outside the magnets. We
will take1 7

= 22,

= 10,

= 0.72

= - 0.5

xo =
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On the other hand, experimental data show almost symmetry with re-
spect to axis y = 0, which suggests trying to make eq. (4.6) symmetric^
This is done if in eq. (3.5) we chose

= 0

and

= 0

The next figure is calculated for

b = 8.8, = -6CT, = a2 = 2.0

and the agreement is good. This means that at first insight the coupling
at the AGS seems to be linear.
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Conclusion

We have developed a formula for the beam loss due to a flip target.
We believe the agreement is good even without considering some important
facts, such as energy spread in the beam, the contribution of non-linear
elements, and the fact that the beam distribution is not exactly gaus-
sian, but falls more rapidly in the tails. The simplicity of calcula- .
tions with the gaussian distribution may disappear if polynomial dis-
tributions are used.6

An immediate extension of the idea of this work may be the treatment
of other targets inside the vacuum pipe, and the aperture problem in-
volving multipoles, if approximate invariants are found. In that case
the vacuum pipe can be imbedded in the 4-D phase space and an analogous
treatment can be done.
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